
makerSpace
Toward a political economy of DIY space 

exploration through makerspaces.



Major Areas of Investigation
Insider Knowledge:
A critical review of the Maker and Fab movements, focused on the 
political economy of getting things done.

Tentative: Social-Technical Forms:
Examining social imaginaries and Methods of Digital Making.

Tentative: Building Aspirations:
Political-Cultural Action Research in DIY Space Exploration.



Two Big Questions
What is the current state of the 
so-called Maker Movement?

How can collaborative fabrication 
facilities & culture contribute to 
space exploration?





Matrix Examination
Formal Vs. Informal aspects of each field?

What is used and what is discarded from each field 
in practice?

Institutional VS non-institutional versions of labs and 
studios

Studio art as atomized vs. groups in Design and 
ENG

Examine as a Double transposition of material 
practices



Questions to be Addressed
DIY as corporate capital, printing for Mattel or Making for yourself. 
Ie. is it a commodity logic or building essential tools and community?
Fab as Building nonexistent bridges.
Critical reflection of various technical movements: Penny Universities to FabLabs.
What counts as insider knowledge. 
How to scale Labs/Creativity to projects that need much more resources? Scale across industries: small game 
companies, weaving, FabLabs.
Disruption as not necessarily good. 
Engineering as optimism, build it and it will find a use.
How do collectives of various Makers get together to make interactive events? 
Who is the model user and how has that evolved?
Question STEM - erosion of liberal arts,proletarianization of education at university level. 
What is it now vs before re: Cold War - banal, domesticated? Re: Iberall LoNE vs athletic gear.
Why should anyone care?



Progression 1 from Celestial Gaze Research



Progression 2



Example: SkyCube
Aaron Haldiman hand-built 
this CubeSat frame for 
Southern Sky’s crowdfunded 
Earth-imaging platform.



Example: AmSat
“Amateur” satellites have 
been built and flown since 
the late 1960s. Usually built 
in off-time by aerospace 
professionals and HAM radio 
operators.



Scaling Example: Copenhagen Suborbitals
Copenhagen Suborbitals is building the first amateur crewed suborbital rocket.  



Example: LoNE Spacesuit
Arthur Iberall’s team at NIST used first 
principles of biophysics, inspired by his 
daughter’s struggle with polio, to create 
the first working full pressure spacesuit. 



Technique: Celestial Gaze
Social Imaginaries system presented at 
IVSA 2015. 

Based on Collier & Collier’s visual 
ethnography method, the Celestial 
Gaze technique is designed to examine 
the social imaginaries of near-term 
social changes through a series of 
images on cards.
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